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Sentiment towards real estate turns more negative
in general but some markets remain resilient
•

The headline index capturing sentiment towards real estate at a global level slips a little
further into negative territory
The size of the office footprint is viewed as likely to be scaled back by around 10% over the
next twelve months
Worsening credit conditions seen as likely to depress development starts

•
•

Sentiment deteriorates a little further
A shift in tone to the feedback received through the Q3
Global Commercial Property Monitor was always likely in
the face of the increasingly uncertain macro environment.
If anything, the surprise is that it is not more marked with
the headline Global Commercial Property Sentiment Index
(CPSI) slipping from -6 (in Q2) to -11. To put this in some
context, it is the most negative reading since the first quarter
of 2021 when the pandemic was still raging, but remains
well above the lows recorded during the height of the Covid
period. Interestingly, the slightly more negative feedback to
the survey at a global level is evident both on the tenant and
investor sides of the market, with the Occupier Sentiment
Index (OSI) edging down from -5 to -10 and the Investment
Sentiment Index (ISI) dropping from -6 to -12.
In terms of the picture at a regional level, the aggregated
results are shown in chart 1 and extend back to 2008 to
provide a longer run comparator to the current environment.
The Middle East is the standout performer in terms of the
sentiment provided by contributors to the latest survey,
with the aggregated CPSI metric actually edging up further
into positive territory (+7 to +10) led by Saudi Arabia and
the UAE. Elsewhere, the headline numbers are somewhat
more downbeat than they were in the second quarter. The
results for the Americas show a fall from +1 to -14 (broadly
replicated in the US) while the European CPSI dropped from
-4 to -13. Of the larger investible markets in Europe, the CPSI

Chart 1 - Commercial Property Sentiment by Region
30

was more negative in Germany than elsewhere (-28 as against
-20 previously) with the UK seeing a turnaround from +6 to -16.
For the APAC region, the headline number masks significant
divergence at a country level. Indeed, the -20 aggregate CPSI
reading, to a large extent, reflects the worsening picture in
China (-40) with Australia also down compared with Q2 (+1 to
-5). However, the results for Singapore and India both remain in
positive territory and, in fact, a little more so that in Q2. Recent
hard data, particularly in the former, is suggestive of a slowing
in investment activity but sentiment is still being supported by
the relative resilience of these two economies.
Industrial demand remains relatively solid for now
The global aggregate indicator designed to capture the trend in
tenant demand (measured in net balance terms) shows that the
appetite to occupy industrial space is still growing, albeit at a
relatively modest pace compared with the recent past (chart 2).
The reading for the Americas is particularly robust (net balance
+32%) indicating that the demand for well-located distribution
space in the face of changes in consumer behaviour is still
significant. The feedback for Europe likewise remains solidly
positive (+24% v 35% in Q2) as it also does in the Middle East
(+27%). By way of contrast, the headline number for APAC has
turned negative. That said, this is once again being heavily
influenced by feedback from China (net balance -45%), with
demand to occupy industrial space still increasing across most
of the rest of the region.

Chart 2 - Global Tenant Demand by Sector
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Unsurprisingly, the appetite to take up office space seems
to be slipping once again (at a headline level) after briefly
rebounding in the wake of the easing of Covid restrictions in
most parts of the globe. Additional questions were included
in the Q3 survey around office usage and investment into
the sector. Some of the detail around the issues raised are
captured in charts 7, 8 and 9. In terms of the global headlines,
only 20% of respondents do not foresee some scaling back
in the office footprint over the year ahead, with around 50%
suggesting it is likely to amount to up to 10% of the existing
estate. Meanwhile, in a related question, around two-thirds
of respondents report observing a modest amount of
repurposing of offices with just over 10% seeing what they
describe as a ‘significant’ reshaping of the estate. Finally, in
response to a question regarding how investment flows into
the sector over the next twelve months might be impacted
by hybrid working, the majority of responses were modestly
negative (45% of respondents) in all three categories (CBD,
surburban centres and regional offices).
Turning to the retail sector, it is noteworthy that the RICS
tenant demand metric has moved further into negative
territory at the aggregated level although it remains strongly
positive in some APAC markets and to a much lesser extent
in the US (albeit for the fourth successive quarter). In the UK,
which is quite advanced in moving to the multi-channel retail
experience, the demand indicator fell sharply with the net
balance slipping to -37%.
Development starts reflect more uncertain macro climate
The share of respondents reporting a worsening in credit
conditions jumped to 56% which is the most widespread
deterioration
the question was introduced into the
30 Net balancesince
%
survey in 2014. This is unsurprising given the actions of
many central banks over the past few months. The feedback
20
around
this issue was most pronounced in Europe, where
around three-quarters of respondents were of this view;
the results from Germany were particularly striking at
10
around
90%. For the Americas, the comparable shares
perceiving credit conditions to have worsened was around
two-thirds
while in APAC and the Middle East, it was much
0
lower (40% and 30%) respectively). Once again, India is an
outlier (only 15% of respondents suggest credit conditions
-10 tightened) despite recent moves by the Reserve Bank
have
of India), while the figure is even lower in Japan where the
central bank has been bucking the wider policy trend.
-20

The ending of the era of cheap money is increasingly visible in
the
-30 insights provided around new commercial developments.
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3 - Global Development Starts
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While again only measured in net balance terms, the results do
provide a useful guide as to how sentiment is moving regarding
building projects. The headline series is graphed in chart 3.
Significantly, the net balance for the global indicator of -19%
is the weakest result (bar the Covid period) since 2010 when
the industry was still grappling with the legacy of the Global
Financial Crisis. The weakest results are predictably to be found
in some European markets including the Netherlands and
Germany. By way of contrast, the results for this question are
pointing to strong development growth in Saudi Arabia (net
balance +64%), the UAE (+48%) and India (+47%)
Valuation concerns more acute in some markets than
others
Globally, just over half of respondents to the survey view
their local real estate market as being expensive to a greater
or lesser extent, highlighting the level of risk in the sector as
bond yields begin to move upwards in many countries. Those
markets at top end of the scale include the likes of Japan
and Switzerland (88%), Austria, Qatar (86%) and Germany
(83%). The contrast is provided by India where only 27% of
contributors are similarly minded and some smaller APAC
markets including Malaysia and Thailand. Given the recent
pressure on the Chinese market, it is noteworthy that just short
of 50% of responses suggest that the market is now moving
into what may be described as cheap territory. Interestingly,
the proportion perceiving the US market (in aggregate) to be
expensive now stands at close to two-thirds although it is
rather less in the UK at around 40%.
Forward looking indicators begin to soften
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Chart 4 - 12 Month Global Capital Value Expectations
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The twelve-month net balance reading for expectations around
global capital values has turned negative, albeit relatively
modestly,
for
the first time since the easing of the Covid
2020
2022
pandemic. Chart 4 shows the global point estimates by sector.
The feedback around data centres remains generally positive
but the overarching theme is one of lower real estate returns
looking ahead. Interestingly, some of the concerns around
the residential sector globally are also evident in the insights
provided on multifamily where just two quarters ago capital
values and rents were both seen as likely to rise by around
4% on a one-year view ; this has now dropped to 1 and 2%
respectively. That said, in another additional question included
this quarter, it is evident that challenges in the residential sales
market are feeding over into the rental sector with close to 50%
of respondents suggesting that demand is rising strongly for
single family accommodation.
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Chart 5 - 12 Month Global Capital Value Expectations
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Chart 7.
Chart 8.

Share of respondents expecting businesses to scale
back office footprints over the next twelve months
Expected impact of working from home on investment
flows over the year ahead (global average)
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Chart 9.
Chart 10.

Share of respondents seeing repurposing of office
space occur
Demand trend in the single family accomodation rental
market
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APAC:0 Sentiment remains negative as the global economy
faces challenges
The Q3 2022
-10GCPM results for APAC show a mixed of
sentiments across the markets. Under the pressures
from both high inflation and monetary policy tightening,
the commercial real estate sector in the region is facing
downward
risks. Investment and occupier activity are both
-20
suppressed at the aggregated level which confirms the
difficulties of further recovery. Looking closer at the national
level data (as shown in Chart 3), Singapore and India manage
to display-30
optimism which should also be tinged with caution.
Sri Lanka also recovers significantly from previous quarter
(from -20 to -5 in the headline index). Meanwhile, China
and Hong Kong are the weaker markets with the lowest
sentiment indices.

-40

The Investment Sentiment Index slips further into
negative territory

Chart 1 - Occupier and Investment Indices
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investment sentiment index points to continued
-50
market pessimism, sliding further into negative territory
from -14 to -17 (as shown in Chart 1). However, when
-60
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disaggregated, the pictures in each country are highly varied.
-60the latest ISI reading in China (moving from
For example,
-29 to -35) and Hong Kong (-16 to -39) are weaker than in the
2008
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previous quarter.
In a less2009
negative zone
meanwile,
the ISI in 2012
Australia also registered a drop from -2 to -10. Conversely,
Chart 2 - Credit Conditions and Investment Enquiries
some of the negativity diminished in Sri Lanka (-12 in Q3 as
against -21 in Q2), although the latest reading still suggests
60
Net balance %
that the economic challenges remain. At the upper end of the
scale, Singapore (+22 to +28) and India (+7 to +15) continue
40
to show strong confidence in investment markets. However,
with the prospect of further quantitative tightening in the
region, the optimistic sentiment may not be sustainable.
Investment Sentiment Index

20

Worsening credit condition haunts most markets within
APAC region
Worsening credit conditions are seen in 6 of the 9 national
markets covered, dragging the overall credit conditions
metrics closer to the lowest level seen during the Covid
peak in 2020 (as is illustrated in Chart 2). Only Singapore
registered an improvements in credit conditions among all
APAC countries , rising from a net balance of +18% to +24%),
benefitting from capital inflows due to geopolitical events.
However, the optimistic situation may not last due to the
continuing efforts from the Monetary Authority of Singapore
to tighten its monetary policy. Japan falls victim to the rising
interest rate in international markets with less capital control
measures in place.
Investment enquiries are a mixed picture at the country
level.
Although the overall measure of investment enquiries
turned a little less downbeat from -21% in Q2 to -14% in Q3
(as is seen in Chart 2), the rebound is mainly driven by the
demand for industrial assests (turning positive from -3% to
+7% at the aggregated level). When disaggregated, Australia,
New Zealand, and Hong Kong suffered losses in demand
across the three main subsectors, office, industrial and
retail, reflecting significant losses in investors’ confidence.
In contrast, India, Japan, and Sri Lanka recorded gains in all
three subsectors. Elsewhere, the heatedness in investment
enquiries for industry is also seen in Singapore (+47% to
+57%) and Malaysia (+20% to +38%), with the pick-up in these
markets contributing significantly to the overall boost in the
headline measure.
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Regional comments from survey participants in APAC
Australia
Interest rates checking values. Adelaide is a stable market so not
greatly affected currently. - Adelaide
Yields evidenced in sales have not yet followed with the secure
long term rental returns now below borrowing. When it goes
it will blow. The catalyst not yet identified but will be sudden.
As a purest on the principles of valuation - I think the market
is overheated but valuations reflect the market and cannot be
otherwise than fair. - Brisbane
The Australian economy recovered strongly from the pandemic
supported by extraordinary fiscal and monetary stimulus.
However, strong demand, supply chain disruption and surging
fuel prices caused inflation to spike and interest rates to rise
sooner than expected. This is leading to reduced, though still
positive, growth forecasts. Pricing in the markets would suggest
that expectations for both inflation and interest rates in the
medium term, are likely to settle at more palatable levels. Melbourne
Correction to commence, all time firm yields in region over past
12 months, can anticipate softer yields over next 12 months. Mildura
Office occupier demand is the same or greater since the Covid
pandemic. Working from home arrangements have had no
impact at all in the Perth office market. Occupiers continue to
increase their office footprints or at least, keep them the same. Perth
Flexible working leading to more of a re-centralization rather than
a decentralization of office space. From a worker’s perspective,
if you don’t want to commute to the CBD why commute to a
suburban office when you can just work from home. From a
company’s perspective, it isn’t cost effective to maintain multiple
offices - the agglomeration benefits just don’t add up when your
staff is spread throughout a city. - Sydney
Due to skyrocket rise of interest rates, the property market has
been slowed down with few transactions plus the dropping of
property prices compared to few months ago. - Sydney

China
China’s logistics market is cooling down to some extent with
vacancy up and rents down moderately during 1H/2022. However,
investment sentiment among many investors remains positive.
CV still in an upward tendency and yield compresses notably. Guangzhou
Heavily affected by Covid, investment valuations and rental
performance are far from optimistic in outer region. - Chengdu
Uncertainty in the market prospect. - Xi’an

market is started growing from last 6 to 8 month. It will be really
surprised rate and rate will be high at list for 20 to 25% in nest 12
month period. - Ahmedabad
Market is very very volatile and there is no continuity in the tend
due to inflation in the globe. - Bangalore
The market is expected to have a correction in next 12 months,
and an upwards trend is expected post that. Long term looks
strong and promising. - Delhi

Japan
In Japan low interest rate will still suport real estate investment
and negative impact of Covit will be diminishing gardually in
coming next months. - Tokyo
The Japanese commercial real estate market is experiencing a
growing distortion, with low inflation and no income growth,
while asset prices themselves are growing due to inflows of
foreign capital on the back of the weak yen. - Tokyo

Malaysia
Generally the built industry is on the upward trend but cost of
building materials and others may cap it. Nevertheless people
with deep pockets will continue to invest in this sector to hedge
against the falling Ringgit . - Johor Bahru
Market is impacted by many uncertainties, geopolitical and
economic. - Kota Kinabalu
Despite a recent upturn in occupancy and events, we are
beginning to see some 4-5 star hotels come onto the market for
sale as a result of two years’ poor trading. - Kuala Lumpur
The demand for landed residential homes and high rise
apartments in prime locations is fairly strong. Increasing interest
rates and inflation is affecting the property market coupled with
the economic downturn next year. Supply chain disruptions is
affecting the retail market. The local hotel market is picking up
due to pent up demand from locals. Depreciation of the local
currency against the USD is driving up cost. - Kuala Lumpur

New Zealand
Inflation and credit availability are the biggest factors impacting
investment demand. - Auckland
There is now a clear dislocation of investor and seller pricing
expectations across all sectors driven by debt costs. - Auckland
Market correction underway. Rising interest rates dampening
demand from institutional and syndicator investors. Rentals
assisted by being linked to CPI (c. 7% in NZ). Lack of rental growth
in retail, where rents linked to turnover. - Christchurch

Macau property market is still quite (suppressed) due to
continuing strict quarantine procedure for visitors. - Macau

This is a highly complex market with positive micro economics,
some national concerns and significant international risk. Wellington

Hong Kong

Singapore

Market sentiment is still clouded by high uncertainties and risks
caused by prolonged border closing and possible interest rate
hike. - Hong Kong

Housing demand far outstrips supply due to high migration from
Hong Kong, causing housing prices to skyrocket. - Singapore

With QT hotel scheme expected to be finished, border to be
opened, hotel asset owners are very prudent in view of rate
setting and managing their supply. - Hong Kong

Markets is slowly picking up, hence the expenditures at stake
warns the stakeholders corrective decisions to scaling up the
SME sectors boosting through which businesses expected to
grow sustainably and moderately of the economic recovery,
in particular - renewable energy, recycling, factory etc to cater
the demand for power. Despite that the inflation at peak,
the property market and real estate businesses will be more
sustained with the IMF- SLA once implemented simulate the
finance & market. - Colombo

India
Overall Commercial. Retail and Industrial market is very well
going on and demand increasing day by day for Office big floor
plate, Retain Big n Small both and for an Industrial new Project
particularly in Ahmedabad Gujarat. So I can say real estate

Sri Lanka
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Europe: Higher rates and weakening economic backdrop
weigh heavily on market sentiment
The Q3 2022 GCPM results across Europe point to market
conditions weakening in the face rising interest rates and
stuttering economic growth. In keeping with this, investment
enquiries and occupier demand are falling at the headline
level, leading to expectations for all-sector rental and capital
value growth turning negative over the coming twelve
months.
Investment and Occupier Sentiment indices sink deeper
into negative territory
At the pan-European level, the latest ISI reading fell to -18
(down from -6 last time), marking the poorest return for
this metric since 2020. At the same time, the OSI slipped
to -9 compared to -1 previously, with both measures now
consistent with an overall contraction in market activity.
In terms of the individual country results, the aggregate
Commercial Property Sentiment Index is now in negative
territory in 13 of the 19 national markets covered. Within this,
sentiment is particularly downbeat in Germany, Hungary,
Switzerland, Austria, Belgium and Denmark. Bucking the
broader regional trend, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus and Poland
all display positive CPSI readings in Q3.
Driving negative sentiment across the majority of markets
however, deteriorating credit conditions have been
accompanied by falling investor demand (displayed at the
regional level in Chart 2). Moreover, the headline net balance
of -79% for credit conditions represents the weakest return
for this indicator since its inception in 2014. When broken
down at the sector level, respondents cited a sharp fall in
investment demand for retail assets alongside a noticeable
decline in office buyer demand. Moreover, in the industrial
sector, which has been the stand out performer in recent
years, demand appears to have stagnated, evidenced by a
net balance of just +3% of contributors reporting a rise (down
from +23% previously).
With respect to capital value expectations over the
year ahead, respondents downgraded their projections
significantly over the Q3 survey period. Indeed, a net
balance of -26% of respondents now foresee office values
declining in the year to come (down from -8% beforehand),
while the net balance sunk to -46% for retail as a whole. On
the same basis, the net balance for industrial capital value
expectations slipped from +17% in Q2 to -3%. In terms of
the country outlook, Germany exhibits especially negative
twelve-month expectations for office and retail capital values,
with industrial values also now anticipated to fall. A similarly
negative assessment of the outlook for capital values across
all three mainstream sectors is also visible in Denmark,
Hungary, Spain and Switzerland. By way of contrast,
respondents across Portugal and Greece envisage capital
values rising in each market segment over the year to come,
driven by still solid investor demand growth coming through.
Firm majority of respondents see the market turning
down
At the regional level, 70% of respondents view market
conditions to be consistent with a downturn, up from a share
of 52% taking this stance last quarter. As shown in Chart
3, this view is especially prominent in Denmark, Germany,
Austria, the Netherlands and the UK, with over 80% of
contributors in each instance of the opinion that their local
market is in a downturn.

Chart 1 - Occupier and Investment Sentiment Indices
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Regional comments from survey participants in Europe
Austria

Hungary

Investment submarkets have slowed down significantly due
uncertainty in respect of the effects of the current energy crisis as
well as rising interest rates. -Vienna

We still see investment appetite, however investors appear to
apply “wait and see” strategy anticipating values to decrease,
especially in office and industrial sectors. Many sectors however
are still in high demand, such as alternatives, big box retail and
others. Energy consumption is getting onto the top of investors’
criteria. -Budapest

Belgium
Increasing interest rates and consequently the cost of debt will
push down the valuation of real estate assets over the next 12 to
18 months. -Brussels

Bulgaria
The capital market is relatively quiet. Demand is coming from
non-traditional purchasers such as heavy office users in
gambling, IT, BPOs, mainly in the office sector. Occupier demand
remains strong for industrial and retail while office users are
taking their time and where possible, scaling back. Uncertainties
related to war, inflation and monetary tightening are impacting
investor sentiment. -Sofia

Cyprus
The Covid crisis effects appear to have dissipated. The Ukrainian
crisis and lost income from Russians to Cyprus appears to have
affected the economy and real estate less than expected. The
energy and inflation crisis appears less of an issue than for other
EU countries. Overall, the economy and the pillars of Construction
& R.E. seem to be more resilient than feared. Still, CY economy
is diachronically vulnerable to external turbulence and one can
never confidently hold a positive outlook. - Nicosia

Czech Republic
Effects of interest rate increases, increased occupational costs all
combining to bring uncertainty to the office sector. -Prague

Denmark
Occupier markets are so far doing well, but vacancy in commercial
space might edge up on backdrop of difficult macro conditions.
Cap rates likely to increase slightly due to interest rate increases
and general market sentiment.

France
Increasing inflation will push up interest rates, forcing cap rates
to increase and capital values to drop. Rents will be increasing
through CPI indexes to partially offset the above. -Paris
The fundamentals of the Paris market are good. However, many
investors (and their valuers...) are still dreaming rather than
accepting that many even quite recent office buildings and
shopping centres are obsolete. - Paris
Worsening credit conditions and increasing interest rates are now
impacting all asset classes including light industrial and logistics
which hitherto were the strongest performing asset classes. Real
estate will still provide a sound inflation hedge with some shorter
term turbulance. - Paris

Germany
Back on the fence again. - Frankfurt
After the markets had completely overheated, consolidation is
now beginning. - Munich
Declining market, shocks are expected. - Munich

Greece

Ireland
The Irish Commercial Property Market in my view will experience
a slight downturn in the next 3 to 6 months however Dublin being
the capital city with most of the FDI tech tenants based here will
weather the storm better than more provincial locations. - Dublin

Italy
The Real Estate market, principally in the north of Italy, could be
influenced during the winter months by the increse of the costs of
energy. -Milan
The investor market remains strong, but is looking forward with
a little less certainty given the general economic conditions and
the risk of a deterioration. For now this has had limited impact,
although a deterioration in financing conditions could accelerate
this trend. Forecasting is always difficult but even tougher right
now. -Milan

Netherlands
All markets are noticing the impact of high inflation rates.
Residential market has reached peak, and is declining + also
‘suffering ‘ the impact of increased government-regulation. Amsterdam

Poland
It’s a complex time, no uniformity of indicators. I suspect
investors and tenants alike are going to take a long autumn recess
and see what happens in the spring. -Wroclaw

Romania
Due to geographical promixity of the country, by the border of the
latest war in Europe, it is quite difficult to have financial stability
for new business, as well as for development. Also, work from
home is slightly decreasing, still office demand is not recovering
as expected. Residential is up and down. The only segment
growing is industrial and technology. - Bucharest

Spain
The new risk to the world economies and real estate in particular
are increasing energy prices, inflation, and the inmenent surge in
interest rates. - Madrid
The real estate market is going through a moment of instability
due to the sharp rise in prices that complicates the situation for
owners and tenants. The profitability of the real estate market
is also reduced with the rise in rates so that it is difficult to close
purchase operations. Obtaining financing is increasingly complex
and makes some operations unfeasible. - Madrid

Switzerland
Residential market very stable, further price increases despite
interest rate increases, as real demand for residential space
(rent / condominium) is extremely high. Commercial market /
developments will be significantly affected by rate hikes (higher
cap rates).

Demand by international institutional and other investors to
allocate capital in the hospitality, vacation homes and residential
sectors in Greece remains strong. Office and industrial sectors
investments are mainly driven by local demand, whereas retail
remains out of favor for most institutional investors. - Athens
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Middle East and Africa: Regional outlook remains solid
despite broader global economic challenges
The Q3 2022 GCPM results for the Middle East and Africa
continue to depict a solid market backdrop, with headline
expectations for both rents and capital value remaining
in firmly positive territory at the aggregate regional level.
Furthermore, while a majority of respondents across all other
world regions view their local market to be in a downturn
phase of the cycle, contributors from MEA (on average)
continue to cite an expansion in commercial real estate
activity.
Occupier and Investment Sentiment Indices both remain
positive
Across the region in aggregate, the OSI and ISI both edged up
slightly over the quarter to post identical readings of +10 (up
from a respective +8 and +6 seen in the previous iteration
of the survey). Looking into the details, tenant and investor
demand growth remained solid at the all-sector level, with
industrial and retail in particular seeing a strong quarterly
pick-up. When viewed at the country level, the headline
CPSI remains upbeat in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, with each
market seeing a further strengthening over the Q3 period.
Alongside this, Nigeria also saw a solid improvement, with
the Q3 figure of +22 representing the strongest reading on
record. At the other end of the scale, the CPSI is indicative
of a much flatter picture in South Africa in comparison,
although the latest figure of +1 is in fact the first occasion
since 2016 in which this metric has been out of negative
territory.
Outlook remains robust for the year ahead
As shown in Chart 2, twelve-month capital value
expectations are firmly positive across MEA on average, with
respondents upgrading their projections for growth in 9 of
the 11 categories covered compared to last time. Leading
the way, data centres, hotels, multifamily residential and
prime industrial values are seen rising by more than 5% over
the year ahead. Moreover, all sub-markets display positive
expectations to a greater or lesser degree, with the outlook
across secondary locations seeing a noticeable upgrading
over the Q3 survey period.
Supporting this strengthening in expectations, momentum
has reportedly accelerated when it comes to international
investment enquiries of late. Indeed, demonstrated in Chart
3, foreign buyer demand rose sharply in the UAE, Saudi
Arabia and Nigeria during Q3. As a result, this pushed the
MEA aggregate reading for this series to its strongest net
balance since its inception back in 2014. By way of contrast,
international investment demand continues to fall in South
Africa, albeit the latest reading is much less negative than
that seen back in Q2.
Majority of respondents across MEA report the market
to be in an upturn
Running counter to the trends being reported across other
world regions, the share of respondents viewing the MEA
commercial real estate market to be in an upturn phase
of the cycle increased from 45% in Q2 to 54% this time
out. Looking into the country level details, around threequarters of contributors in Saudi Arabia, UAE and Nigeria
consider the market to be in an expansionary stage, with
this share rising across each nation when compared with
the Q2 results.

Chart 1 - Occupier and Investment Sentiment Indices
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Regional comments from survey participants in MEA
Bahrain

Saudi Arabia

Gulf Countries general markets are now at recovering stage
and the coming World FIFA Cup in Qatar would accelerate the
recovery in all markets. - Manama

KSA is becoming the main hub for entertainment & business very
soon; vision 2030 is a reality not a dream anymore. - Jeddah

Botswana
The office property market in Gaborone has been affected
by the creation of a new centre , new CBD and most business
and government departments have migrated to this new CBD,
thus leaving the older parts of the city with pockets of vacant
buildings. Owners in these older areas have resorted to lowering
their rentals so as to retain tenants. The industrial property
market has seen a demand in rentals and the housing sector
has declined due to lower demand, because of govt policies. Gaborone

Ethiopia
The market has inflated remarkably in Ethiopia due to
governmet’s reform activities, the existing conflict in the north
and the global rise in key commodities and logistics fees. on
the other hand, there are series of directives issued by the
government on landlords not to increase rent fees for more than
a year. Thus, the current situation of the market is influenced by a
number of such constraints. - Addis Ababa

Ghana
The aftermath of the Covid-19 Pandemic and the Russian-Ukraine
war have had dire consequences on the Global economy, and
Ghana is no exception. The property market has been hit hard
and this is reflected in a good number of vacant retail units that
are back on the market. There is however a bullish outlook as the
Ghanaian Government puts in place certain strategies to boost
the economy, which shall undoubtedly impact positively on the
property market. - Accra

Kenya
Kenyan Property market has been adversly affected over the
last six year by a combination of several factors (1) The infamous
capping of intetest rates by the government (2) The prevailing
political circumstances (3) the Covid 19 Global Pandemic (4)
The general market reaction due to the just concluded general
election. The above factors have significantly affected the
effective demand of properties across a wide range of real estate
eg, work at home and online classes during Covid.

Nigeria
The market is recovering but demand for residential apartment is
increasing pushing up the cost of rentals... while rate of delivery
for the spaces is not equal to the demand. - Alimosho
The rate of materials inflation is very high. Most office spaces
has been converted to retail. This was brought about from the
inception of Coronavirus pandemic. - Lagos

Oman
While rental enquiries have increased during the quarter
especially for retail and industrial space, we have seen a
mismatch of asking rents from the landlord and expected rents
from tenants. - Muscat

Qatar
Market is currently false as everything is gearing up for FIFA2022,
post FIFA2022 things will dramatically change for the worse. Doha
Hype of hosting the World Cup has distorted the market which
should re-balance ealry next year. - Doha

South Africa
External factors impacting the market such as rising interest
rates as well as the Ukraine war, coupled with domestic concerns
such electricity constraints/blackouts as well as an ineffective,
dysfunctional government. There are very high levels of
unemployment and crime constrain the local economy. - Durban
The South African office sector market was initially looking
bleak after the Covid pandemic period. It may just have been
thrown a life line by the current poor electricity power supply. It
is becoming near impossible working remotely from home with
the long hour (2 hours to 7 hours) per stage load shedding twice
and sometimes 3 times a day. An inverter only last for so long
therefore going back to the office is probably the last resort. Most
offices have heavy industrial power generators. - Johannesburg

Uganda
A positive recovery from effects of COVID-19. Supply and demand
side of housing performing fairly well, in urban areas of Kampala
and newly created secondary cities. This is attributed mainly to
the high population which triggers both the supply and demand
side of housing. The National Social Security fund has also put
in significant efforts to supply housing with over 2,750 units
completed worth over $73milion in Lubowa Estate on a rent-toown arrangement, a positive in the real estate sector. - Kampala

UAE
Going up and promising for investment, development. - Abu
Dhabi
Positive sentiment across most property classes, increasing
demand for prime office space and last mile industrial sheds.
Residential sales markets continues to show demand in off plan
projects with specific neighbourhoods evidencing premiums
associated with niche community propositions, Saadiyat Mamsha
& Yas Acres community’s. - Abu Dhabi
Seems market has picked up since Covid-19 is toning down and
the impact of investment pro-Expo 2020 from international
investors on residential sector created a positive and
opportunistic investment view in the Dubai Market. - Dubai
Since successful launch of Expo 2020 in Oct 2021, all asset classes
have witnessed significant recovery from the impact of Covid.
The geo-political conditions in Eastern Europe, approaching
global recession and economic downturn in UK have embarked
UAE and especially Dubai as a prudent investment destination.
Tourism is in fact back to 2019 levels and the investment and
banking markets have enabled multiple mortgaging solutions
for individual buyers, especially expats to invest in properties. Dubai

Zambia
The market is still sluggish following change of government and
drastic shift in infrastructure development policy. - Lusaka

Zimbabwe
Reserve bank has increased interest rates from 80% to 200% at
the expense of mortgages to develop commercial properties.This
has had a negative impact. - Bulawayo
CBD office demand is continuing to drop and the trends are that
some property owners are starting to dispose non performing
offices and acquire properties in different subsectors such as
retail and industrial. Some CBD offices are being repurposed into
different uses like student acommodation. - Harare
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North America: Macro headwinds starting to weigh on
conditions across the commercial property market
The Q3 results across North America point to a further
deterioration in sentiment, with current macro conditions
and a further tightening of monetary policy weighing on the
market outlook. That said, demand remains stronger on
the occupier side at this stage, while headline investment
enquiries fell into negative territory in the US for the first time
since 2020.
The Commercial Property Sentiment Index falls in Q3
The US saw another quarterly softening in the headline
CPSI during Q3, falling from 0 in the previous quarter to -6
this time around, thereby slipping into negative territory
(chart 1). This is primarily being driven by the net balance
for the all-property investment enquiries gauge falling into
negative territory from a reading of +6% in Q2, to -6% in Q3.
Meanwhile, in Canada, although there has been an easing
in the CPSI, this is less pronounced than that in the US. The
Q2 CPSI reading was +10, which moderated to +6 in Q3. The
investment sentiment index again is responsible for the
softer Q3 outturn, as market conditions were reported as
generally flat this quarter. However, the occupier side is also
seeing some loss of momentum, as tenant demand growth
eased from a strong reading of +32% in Q2 to +13% in Q3.
Monetary policy has continued to tighten in both Canada and
the US in recent months. This has led to credit conditions
in the US deteriorating further, with the net balance for this
metric falling from -48% to -53% in Q3. At the same time, in
Canada although the quarterly deterioration was not quite
as striking as in the first two quarters of the year, credit
conditions are still tightening. Indeed, a net balance of -43%
of respondents cited a deterioration in credit conditions in
Q3, meaning this indicator has been in negative territory for
three consecutive quarters now.
Different picture for the US and Canada in terms of
expectations for the year ahead
Across Canada, respondents anticipate capital values
coming under pressure over the near-term, with threemonth expectations turning negative across both the office
and retail segments. For the next twelve-months however,
projections are not as pessimistic, with growth in values
being pencilled in across prime markets, while both prime
and secondary portions of the industrial sector are seen as
likely to deliver a pick-up in values.
For the US, capital value expectations for the next twelve
months fell into negative territory at the headline level,
reported at a net balance of -6% this quarter (this was +17%
the previous quarter). Furthermore, this downgrading is
evident across all subcategories. While Industrial capital
value expectations, both prime and secondary, are still
positive, there has been a notable moderation in projections
compared to last quarter, leaving secondary industrial as
flat. There was also a significant scaling back in multifamily
expectations, with point estimate projections coming in at
+1.6% this quarter, after being +5.8% in the previous report.
There has been a continued shift in perceptions around the
current phase of the property cycle with 66% of respondents
in the US feeling the market is now in the downturn phase
(up from 52% in Q2), while 59% of respondents take this view
in Canada. For the US, 64% of respondents feel the market
is expensive, with an almost identical proportion in Canada,
(65%) perceive pricing in the market to be too expensive.

Chart 1: Commercial Property Sentiment Index by Country
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Chart 2: Twelve-month rental growth projections by sector
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Regional comments from survey participants in the Americas
Brazil
In general, the real estate market is growing in the next 12
months, mainly in Industrial and Offices in São Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro. - São Paulo

Canada
Working from home is reducing productivity, less rental space
work workplace will mean surplus of space reducing construction.
- Azilda
Increase in National Bank lending rate will slow progress.
- Conception Bay South
Bank rate is impacting a heated market for housing, whilst
delaying developer plans to start new projects. - Edmonton
Strong demand and weak supply imbalance for multi-family and
assisted living. Strong demand for occupation and purchase for
industrial. Weakening demand for occupation and purchase for
all retail apart from Neighbourhood Shopping Centres. - Halifax
The suppliers are still holding the proverbial gun to the heads of
Subcontractors, who in turn are passing the extra costs on to the
Construction Managers and Developers. This has started a trend
in Ottawa where large developers are starting to put projects
on the shelf, as the costs are not feasible and the proforma’s are
working. - Ottawa
Shortage of residential rentals. - Schelt
Commercial and industrial markets continue to seek stabilization
post Covid-19 restrictions. Inflationary pressures are pushing up
rents in the multi-residenital markets and there continures to be
a gap in the supply and demand for affordable housing. - Sudbury
Industrial continues to experience strong demand from renters
and investors. Toronto core area availability is at 1.0% to 1.5%. In
place rents that are 3 to 5 years old are 50% below current market
rents. Cap rates are showing signs of modest expansion after
being in the 2.5% to 3.0% range for the past two years. Cost of
construction in Toronto core area ranges between $350 to $400
per square foot. Demand continues to outpace new supply. Toronto
Inflation has been out of control, but increasingly there are signs
that prices are holding steady or falling. - Toronto
In Toronto the market is volatile with interest rates increasing at
levels not seen since 2008. - Toronto
Tough market conditions continue. - Toronto
Generally increased borrowing costs have impacted investor
demand. Flight to quality also prevelant. - Toronto
Construction prices appear to have peaked and are now
stablilsed or dropping. Office vacancies have gone up. Residental
vacancies are down. Cap rates are going up - from below 4% to
above 4%. - Toronto
Inflation and rising interest rates have had a dulling impact on
all real estate. The exception is still industrial where availability
rate is close to 1%. Demand is very strong and supply slow to
come on stream. Cap rates have expanded only very slightly as
trades focus on cost per SF. Trades have slowed but domestic and
foreign interest in acquisitions remains strong. - Toronto
Office market in flux as to potential effect of hybrid work. Space
users expecting it will take to end of year if not longer, to better
understand future affects. - Toronto

The General market in Toronto is unstable and most likely
the prices will go up to more than 10%. When looking a single
detached old home the average sale price is $1.1 Million, and
condos also went up to 3% depending on the locations. The
preselling for new condos went down and the price went up
because of high construction cost. The average construction
budget for a condominium per suite is around 450 thousand
Canadian Dollars with an increase of around 15% compare from
the previous budget. - Toronto
There is quite a lot of uncertainty in the market with the recent
announcement by the Bank of Canada of interest rate increases.
The market is predicting a slowdown in housing sales and there
are comments about an emerging recession. However, there are
no material signs that Canada will be in a recession during 4th
quarter 2022. - Vancouver
Hike of interest rate may influence the market. - Vancouver

Jamaica
Demand for most categories of property is moderately
increasing, whilst credit is being restrained by Central Bank’s
fiscal policies policies. - Kingston

Trinidad and Tobago
Investor sentiment and confidence has increased somewhat
over the last six months. There have been a few purchases of B
and C class office space (over 50K sf) purchased for investment
holdings, which suggests that the purchasers are tenant
continuity. - Port of Spain
Trinidad and Tobago is an energy based economy and the recent
spike in oil and gas prices have redounded to the benefit of the
economy in general and the property market in particular. - Portof-Spain

United States
Overall negative outlook aligned with the general economy. Charlotte
There is a significant bifurcation in the market. Newer large
scale industrial buildings appear to be doing alright but Amazon
is pulling back across the entire nation. That will have a knock
on effect. The hotel sector remains in the doldrums in the city
centre areas. In the more suburban areas and especially along
the highways RevPAR somewhat recovered. Retail as much as the
brokers want to tell you is fine it is not. - Chicago
Continuing rises in interest rates (which are being used to control
inflation) will impact the markets over the next few months.
Further, higher interest rates and inflation will slow the economy
which, in turn, will impact occupancy and rents. However, in
the Dallas area, we are still seeing a growing population and
continuing in-migration of companies, so the impact will likely be
minimized. - Dallas
There appears to be a holding pattern in most areas, with the
most notable change from last survey being the tabling of new
logistics and fewer speculative transactions in that sector. - Los
Angeles
I am anticipating significant impact of higher interest rates in
valuations. Office demand does not appear to be returning for
some time, and conversions to alternative use will not be feasible
until values are re-calibrated. - New York
Orlando has benefitted noticeably with strong growth due to
immigration from other states due to the political environment
and related issues along with inflationary pressure issues in other
states compared to Florida and existing policies in this state. Orlando
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Disclaimer

RICS’ Global Commercial Property Monitor is a quarterly
guide to the trends in the commercial property investment
and occupier markets. The report is available from the
RICS website www.rics.org/economics along with other
surveys covering the housing market, residential lettings,
commercial property, construction activity and the
facilities management market.

This document is intended as a means for debate
and discussion and should not be relied on as legal or
professional advice. While every reasonable effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the contents, no
warranty is made with regard to that content. Data,
information or any other material may not be accurate and
there may be other more recent material elsewhere. RICS
will have no responsibility for any errors or omissions.
RICS recommends you seek professional, legal or technical
advice where necessary. RICS cannot accept any liability
for any loss or damage suffered by any person as a
result of the editorial content, or by any person acting or
refraining to act as a result of the material included.

Methodology
Survey questionnaires were sent out on 7 September
2022 with responses received until 10 October 2022.
Respondents were asked to compare conditions over
the latest three months with the previous three months
as well as their views as to the outlook. A total of 2246
company responses were received. Responses for Ireland
were collated in conjunction with the Society of Chartered
Surveyors Ireland. Responses for Malaysia were collated
in conjunction with the Royal Institution of Surveyors
Malaysia. Responses from Israel were collated with the
assistance of the Israel Real Estate Appraisers Association.
Responses have been amalgamated across the three
real estate sub-sectors (offices, retail and industrial) at a
country level, to form a net balance reading for the market
as a whole.
Net balance = proportion of respondents reporting a rise
in a variable (e.g. occupier demand) minus those reporting
a fall (if 30% reported a rise and 5% reported a fall, the net
balance will be 25%). Net balance data can range from -100
to +100.
A positive net balance reading indicates an overall increase
while a negative reading indicates an overall decline. The
RICS Occupier Sentiment Index (OSI) is constructed by
taking an unweighted average of readings for three series
relating to the occupier market measured on a net balance
basis; occupier demand, the level of inducements and
rent expectations. The RICS Investment Sentiment Index
(ISI) is constructed by taking an unweighted average of
readings for three series relating to the investment market
measured on a net balance basis; investment enquiries,
capital value expectations and the supply of properties
for sale. The Commercial Property Sentimet Index is an
unweighted average of the OSI and ISI. Regional indicators
are weighted using estimates of the stock of commercial
property provided by LaSalle Investment Management,
and are adjusted on an annual basis.
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